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Smell speech, ye Chen a little surprised, this Yuwen fire to find their own unexpectedly something to say, 

can't help but be curious. 

 

"Of course, you and I can talk here." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and then pointed to a mountain not far away. He saw that Yu Wenhuo wanted to tell 

some secret things, so he suggested that Yu Wenhuo go to the mountain to have a secret talk. 

 

Seeing this, Yu Wen's fire eyes show a smile. Ye Chen is really exquisite. He can see his intention at a 

glance and immediately agree to it. Then the two men rise directly into the sky and avoid the crowd. 

 

Yuwen fire suddenly came, ye Chen and he left alone, which made Yang Qianyu look at each other, I 

don't know what the situation is. 

 

On the other side, a group of disciples of shenghuozong stood on the top of the mountain and watched 

their chief find Shangye Chen. Then they went to another mountain to talk in secret. They also had some 

doubts. They didn't know what yuwenhuo was going to do. 

 

Just a moment later, ye Chen and Yu Wenhuo exchanged views. They seemed to have discussed 

something. At the next moment, they directly separated and returned to their own clan team. 

 

"Elder martial brother, what can I do for you 

 

At the moment, looking at Ye Chen's deep eyes, Yang Qianyu couldn't help being curious and asked. 

 

"Ha ha, I can't tell you about it yet, but it's a good thing." 



 

Ye Chen smiles indifferently and takes a look at the direction of yuwenhuo's departure, and the corners 

of his mouth curl up a radian. This Yuwen fire is interesting, decent and worth making friends with. 

 

Then, ye Chen's eyes turn to the golden armor broken spirit beast, and the light in his eyes twinkles. 

 

"Well, it's up to you to take me to find Tiancai Dibao." 

 

Ye Chen said to the golden armor broken spirit beast. 

 

Hearing this, the golden armour breaking spirit beast did not resist, but nodded happily. Although it 

found many good things, it was difficult to obtain its strength. Instead, it told ye Chen the information, 

and it could easily get the elixir. However, it made a steady profit without losing money. 

 

After that, ye Chen took the disciples of the six schools and followed the Jinjia spirit beast to search for 

materials for refining pills and magic weapons in the secret place. 

 

During this period of time, the news that ye Chen abandoned Wang pianye and Zhan Hao with the 

power of one person and scared off the Tianyin palace people also spread among the major sects. 

 

Ye Chen's extraordinary fighting power also changed the views of the major sects on liudaozong. They 

realized that there was no reason why liudaozong dared to participate in the first-class promotion 

ceremony, so they also deliberately avoided conflicts with liudaozong. 

 

Therefore, even though ye Chen met many people from other sects in the process of searching for 

Tiancai Dibao, no battle broke out. 

 

After all, everyone's ultimate goal is to enter into the deep array of the secret realm, obtain the Dragon 

Xiaoshi, and then participate in the final test. If you start now, there is no benefit except consuming your 

own strength. It's better to keep your strength until the end. 

 

Compared with the sect members who participated in the first-class power promotion ceremony, 

longxiaoshi is extremely scarce. There are only three. Everyone's eyes are fixed on the Dragon Xiaoshi. 



Without the Dragon Xiaoshi, even if you have collected more natural materials and earth treasures, it is 

futile not to enter the final test. 

 

Ye Chen, with Yang Qianyu and others, has collected enough natural materials and earth treasures in 

this period of time, and is ready to rush to the array in the deep secret place to find the Dragon Xiaoshi 

with only three pieces. 

 

"Xiaojin, these pills are your reward for helping me on this trip." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the golden armor broken spirit beast, takes out a magic pill, all throws to each other. 

 

Seeing this, the golden armor broken spirit beast almost shed water. This time, it didn't swallow it 

directly. Instead, he carefully put away all the pills and then looked at Ye Chen reluctantly. 

 

Ye Chen is a noble man in the eyes of Jinjia spirit beast, and he gets along well with Ye Chen and others 

these days. He can't help but say, "my Lord, if you come back to this secret place, you can come to me." 

 

"Well, if I had a chance, I would." 

 

Ye Chen smiles indifferently, and the golden armour breaking spirit beast has helped him a lot. Now the 

materials available have made Ye Chen confident in refining the top-level elixir and magic weapon. 

 

After that, ye Chen and others bid farewell to the golden armor broken spirit beast, and they began to 

advance to the depths of the secret realm. 

 

The deeper you go into the secret realm, the stronger the fierce beasts you encounter along the way. 

Finally, there are even fierce beasts in the seven layers of heaven. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen is there. These fierce beasts are forced to retreat by Ye Chen. There is no danger 

along the way. They come to the end of the secret place smoothly. 

 

At the end of the secret place is a huge, towering cliff that separates heaven and earth. 



 

At the bottom of the cliff, however, is a magnificent starlight. In the starlight, it seems that there are all 

kinds of celestial realms. You can see the birth and death of countless stars in the starlight. 

 

Looking at the starlight, the light in Ye Chen's eyes flashed. I'm afraid this is the array in Luo Huai'an's 

mouth. I didn't expect that such a grand array could condense the illusions of the heaven and the world. 

If the power of this array is stimulated, I'm afraid the whole moon soul region will tremble. 

 

Then, ye Chen no longer hesitates, directly with Yang Qianyu and others to step into this magnificent 

star. 

 

Walking into the starlight moment, ye Chen and others will be aware of the surrounding scene changed, 

they appear in a vast world.There are huge floating stars all around. The stars are shining in all 

directions, and the air of nothingness is shrouded. 

 

Step into the array, ye Chen saw the vast world, one by one huge, sending out the magnificent stars in 

the circulation of the body. 

 

"It's not easy here." 

 

Ye Chen is the first to detect the strange, they are in a big array, but now ye Chen can not detect the 

breath of the array. 

 

On the contrary, these stars are real in Ye Chen's perception, not like array structure, and the power of 

the stars floating in the world is also real. 

 

"If you want to find three dragon Xiaoshi from this array, if you can't break it, it will be extremely 

difficult." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen stares at the huge stars all over his body, and says in his heart. 

 

The universe constructed by this array is too grand. It's boundless. There are infinite stars. If you want to 

find the trace of dragon Xiaoshi in this star, it's more difficult than looking for a needle in a haystack. 



 

After entering the array, Yang Qianyu and others were stunned. They had never seen such a grand array. 

It was a miracle. 

 

However, Yang Qianyu and others could not detect the clue of the formation and could not be broken. 

They looked at each other one by one, and their faces were ugly. 

 

"Elder martial brother Ye Chen's strength is so strong that I'm afraid I'm not proficient in one of the 

arrays. This array is different from our guess. It's powerful. It's in trouble." 

 

"Don't worry. I believe the elder martial brother can break this array. We can't be trapped here." 

 

At the moment, a disciple full of trust in Ye Chen, said. 

 

Smell speech, people's eyes flash, one after another will look at Ye Chen, eyes full of expectation. 
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Seeing this, ye Chen shook his head and then said, "this array is too complicated. I need a little time." 

 

Smell speech, Yang Qianyu and others quickly nodded, said not anxious, let Ye Chen do not have to 

worry. 

 

"The eye of the devil, the bright pupil reflects the world!" 

 

After that, ye Chen murmured in his heart and pinched the formula with his fingers. The essence of his 

eyes twinkled and his runes outlined in his eyes, forming a mirror. 

 

In this mirror, the vast world of the outside world is reflected. However, the world in the mirror is 

different from that of the naked eye, revealing the atmosphere of array construction. 



 

Ye Chen saw a lot of traces outlined by the array, and the rune tracks were suspended in the world, 

emitting a weak light. 

 

"Here..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes follow the array track continuously. At the next moment, he realizes that the array track 

is complex, floating in the world like a labyrinth, like a mess. 

 

Just staring at this mess, it makes people feel dizzy, and even Qi and blood surge. 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen's eyes are more and more bright. He sees through the chaotic array track 

and finds that although the track is intertwined and extremely complicated, it is only formed by three 

tracks intertwined together. 

 

These three tracks finally indicate three directions. Obviously, these are the only three dragon Xiaoshi in 

the array. 

 

"Over there!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes congealed and determined his position. Even if he chose the location of the nearest 

dragon Xiaoshi, he took Yang Qianyu and others to fly away. 

 

Along the way, ye Chen and others passed through many stars. The stars contain great power, but one 

blow can smash them into runes that twinkle all over the sky. 

 

It's just that after the stars are smashed, it will not take long for the stars to condense again. All this is 

the effect of the array. Ye Chen already knows where the Dragon Xiaoshi is, and is not interested in it. 

Therefore, he doesn't care too much. He takes Yang Qianyu and others to the place where the Dragon 

Xiaoshi is. 

 

"Hum..." 



 

Here is still a vast world, and other places can not see any difference, but ye Chen can vaguely catch a 

touch of different fluctuations. 

 

"Here." 

 

Ye Chen suddenly looks at a star in front of him. The star is bare and full of dead air, which looks like no 

characteristic. 

 

However, when ye Chen and Yang Qianyu and others collide on the stars, a series of water like light 

stripes light up, and then ye Chen and others directly bump into the waves. 

 

"Wow 

 

Hearing the sound of the waterfall falling down, ye Chen raised his eyes and looked, here and before the 

vast world has been completely different, has become a beautiful canyon. 

 

And in this gorge, there is a grand waterfall, the water from above falls down, in the ground above the 

formation of a deep pool. 

 

In this canyon, there is a faint smell of dragon nationality. It is obvious that the Dragon Xiaoshi is here, 

but ye Chen has no time to find the Dragon Xiaoshi. 

 

At the edge of the deep pool, a line of ten people are looking at Ye Chen coldly at the moment. The 

atmosphere is very strange. 

 

"Hey, the Lord is right. You have some skills to find the Dragon Xiaoshi, but you haven't figured it out. 

We will wait for you here?" 

 

At the moment, in front of the crowd, a dark skin, short stature, all muscles bulging, like a meatball 

youth looking at ye chenxie said with a smile. 

 



Smell speech, ye Chen's eyes are deep, but did not pay attention to him, instead looked at the short 

youth side of the beautiful girl. 

 

"Fengyusi, do you want to kill me 

 

Ye Chen's mouth corners hook up a wipe radian, indifferent ask a way. 

 

In front of him, ten people were the disciples of Zhenyuan hall, led by Feng Yusi, who took part in the 

first-class ceremony. 

 

And ye Chen hears that short youth's words, already knew this is how to return a responsibility. 

 

Ye Chen has the patron saint's protection, let Yang Tianyang fear extremely, it is obvious that ye Chen 

has become a thorn in his eye. 

 

When Yang Tianyang sees Ye Chen participating in the first-class power's promotion ceremony, he starts 

to have evil intention. He wants to ask his disciples to get rid of Ye Chen in the secret state test of the 

ceremony. Only here can ye Chen's body fall not cause the guardian God's detection. This is the only 

chance for Yang Tianyang. 

 

Seeing ye Chen and Feng Yusi talking, the little young man's eyes flashed with cold light, and then he 

said, "hum, the eldest martial sister certainly wants to kill you. Only if you are solved, can the elder 

martial sister wash away the shame!" 

 

"Is that so?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at the short youth, the light in his eyes flickers. He realizes the slight killing intention on 

the short youth, but he is not aiming at himself, but at Fengyu. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen looked at Feng Yusi and said calmly, "in this case, you will do well, but I can 

remind you that if you want to kill me, you are not enough!" 

 



"No, we won't do it to you." 

 

At the moment, Feng Yusi is staring at Ye Chen and shaking his head. 

 

"Let's go. The Dragon Xiaoshi here has been acquired by us. It's meaningless for you to stay here." 

 

Feng Yu Si looks at Ye Chen and says without expression."Elder martial sister!" 

 

The short young man's face was cold, but there was a flash of joy in his eyes, and the next moment he 

hid it. 

 

"Elder martial sister, ye Chen is my enemy of Zhenyuan hall. How can you let him go?" 

 

Fengyusi let Ye Chen leave the move, immediately let the Zhenyuan hall disciples are dissatisfied. 

 

All the disciples of Zhenyuan hall hate Ye Chen to the bone. If ye Chen didn't make a scene in Zhenyuan 

hall, Zhenyuan hall would not be sneered at. They walked outside during this period of time and were 

humiliated repeatedly. All this is because of Ye Chen. 

 

Therefore, in addition to Feng Yusi, other disciples want Ye Chen's life, while the short young man and 

other disciples who have been hidden in the dark, as secret power disciples, not only want Ye Chen's life, 

but also want to solve Feng Yusi. 

 

"Shut up, ye Chen, you can't move, let him go!" 

 

In the face of the dissatisfaction of many disciples, Feng Yusi was cold in his eyes, and cheered fiercely. 

 

"Ha ha! Elder martial sister is very domineering, but you don't obey the orders given by the patriarch. Do 

you want to betray the clan? " 

 



"I knew that after the elder martial sister was defeated by this boy, I'm afraid she really took herself as 

the servant of this guy, and forgot that she was from Zhenyuan palace!" 

 

"Elder martial sister, I'm afraid you can't help it. If you don't do it to Ye Chen, don't blame us for being 

rude!" 

 

At the moment, all the talented disciples who have been practicing in the dark in Zhenyuan hall are all 

looking at fengyusi. Unconsciously, they have formed an encirclement and surrounded fengyusi. 

 

Seeing this, Feng Yusi's face changed and her eyes were still. There were five people in Zhenyuan Hall 

who were responsible for mending the sky and eight layers of heaven. In addition to her, they were the 

four guys in front of her. 

 

And look at the posture of these four guys, it is obvious that they have already moved their mind to 

attack her. 

 

"What do you want to do! Who gives you courage, dare to move me, not afraid of the door punishment? 

" 

 

Feng Yusi's pretty face is as cold as an iceberg. She stares at the short youth and yells. 
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"Patriarchal punishment?" 

 

Hearing Feng Yusi's words, the four dwarfs looked at each other, as if they had heard some jokes, and 

burst into laughter. 

 

"Elder martial sister, I'm afraid you don't know. It's the patriarch who wants us to move you!" 

 



At the moment, the short young man sneered and looked at Feng Yusi: "you are so picky, the patriarch 

has long been uncomfortable with you. If you take ye Chen together with us today, it's OK, but you have 

to refuse, so we can only uphold the Lord's intention and get rid of you first!" 

 

At this moment, the short young man suddenly put out his hand, a bright golden light, exuding a mighty 

power of the chain, suddenly let go, and severely lashed at fengyusi. 

 

"Do it!" 

 

The other three people also drink at the same time, hand together, a magnificent burst of magic, 

dazzling people can't open their eyes. 

 

The remaining five disciples of Zhenyuan hall obviously didn't expect such a thing to happen. They just 

looked at Feng Yusi who was besieged, but they didn't stop them. 

 

Feng Yusi was defeated by Ye Chen and became Ye Chen's servant. This event has been spread in the 

moon soul domain, which makes the disciples of Zhenyuan hall quite disgraced. 

 

At the moment, fengyusi was wiped out by the short youth and others. It was just that he could erase 

the stain of Zhenyuan hall. When he killed Ye Chen, he thoroughly washed away his humiliation. 

 

In the face of the cooperation of four short young people who are strong in sky mending environment, 

Feng Yusi's face has changed greatly for a time, and her pretty face is suddenly pale. 

 

Her strength against these four people, a single war no one is her opponent, but the four together, she 

has no resistance. 

 

At the moment, the skill of destroying the heaven and the earth is roaring. Feng Yusi's eyes become 

desperate for a moment. All her defenses are like paper paste under the joint efforts of the four people, 

and they can't resist at all. 

 

"It's over..." 

 



At the moment, fengyusi's heart is gloomy, but even at this stage, she doesn't regret her decision and 

doesn't deal with Ye Chen. This is her willing to gamble and admit defeat. She has been defeated by Ye 

Chen and has become Ye Chen's servant. How can she obey Yang Tianyang's orders. 

 

But fengyusi didn't expect that yangtianyang was so cruel that he had already ordered the dwarf youth 

and others in secret to kill themselves. 

 

When Feng Yu thought of despair, a sneer of disdain suddenly rang out. 

 

"The people in Zhenyuan hall are really vicious. Even the chief disciples can kill them. It's disgusting!" 

 

At the moment, with this sneer, a cold light suddenly burst out, towards the short youth and others to 

kill. 

 

The sharp edge of the cold, short young people aware of a cold back, instantly turned around, but 

showed a playful smile. 

 

"I knew you could not help it. I had been waiting for you." 

 

The little young man burst out laughing. His body was shocked, and countless long swords were shot 

from behind. The sword swept across the sky like a torrent of iron and steel, which exploded and killed 

Ye Chen. 

 

At the same time, the other three disciples, like the short youth, suddenly stepped back and flew out of 

the mighty torrent of iron sword. They joined hands with the short youth to cover Ye Chen and Feng Yusi 

in the torrent. 

 

The countless iron swords that tore the sky turned into a round ball and wrapped Ye Chen and Feng Yusi 

in them. There were flying swords that killed them. 

 

"Sword lotus soul killing array!" 

 



When Feng Yusi saw the iron sword ball, she could not help but exclaimed. This is the unique skill of 

Zhenyuan hall. The sword lotus soul killing array requires at least three people to work together to 

refine infinite flying swords and form a sword lotus array. 

 

Those trapped in the sword lotus array will be crushed to death by countless flying swords if they have 

no force to break the array. They will become Nirvana powder directly! 

 

What a wicked heart 

 

Fengyusi hate in her heart, how could she have imagined that she should be killed by the unique 

learning of Zhenyuan palace. 

 

In the face of Jianlian soul destroying array, ye Chen is also solemn. He can detect the strength of the 

array. It is impossible for him to break the array alone. 

 

"Fengyusi, since you can see their faces clearly, join hands with me." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen smashed several flying swords. Then he looked at Feng Yusi and said. 

 

"It's no use joining hands." 

 

At the moment, Feng Yusi is pale and shakes her head, staring at the flying sword which is broken by Ye 

Chen. Her eyes are sad. 

 

"The sword lotus soul killing array, as long as it is trapped in it, must have several times the strength of 

the caster to break the array. Otherwise, it will be crushed by endless flying swords, and eventually it 

will be completely destroyed, and even the spirit can not be preserved." 

 

Feng Yu Si looked at Ye Chen: "you are just the heaven God realm. Even if you can have the strength to 

make up for the eight layers of heaven, you and I are only two people. They are four." 

 



"Well, these four guys are nothing but rubbish. If you are scared to death by them, you should stay here 

and die." 

 

Ye Chen hears Feng Yusi's words, but he is not afraid of the sword lotus soul destroying array, but is full 

of fighting spirit. 

 

"I'd like to see if this sword lotus soul killing array is as powerful as you said!"Outside the sword lotus 

soul killing array, the four short young people stand in four directions. In their center is a sword lotus, 

which is composed of infinite flying swords. 

 

Around the four, Zhenyuan hall disciples guarded them, blocking Yang Qianyu and others. 

 

At the moment, with the continuous sound of collision coming out of Jianlian, the four dwarfs looked at 

each other and showed a sneer. 

 

"Ha ha! You two don't waste your time. If you enter the sword lotus soul killing array, you will surely die. 

Accept your life 

 

Yang Qianyu and others, who were blocked by the disciples of Zhenyuan hall, couldn't help but flash a 

sigh of sadness in their eyes when they heard this. At the next moment, they wanted to break through 

the barrier of Zhenyuan hall disciples and rescue Ye Chen. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Aware of the movement, the little youth could not help sneering at Yang Qianyu and others: "don't 

worry about this group of wastes. When they both die, I will send you on the road!" 

 

At the same time, inside the sword lotus, ye Chen's breath is shaking and his hair is slightly scattered. He 

has spent a lot of energy to deal with the sword lotus soul killing array, but it is really as fengyusi said, 

and it has no effect at all. 

 

At the moment, just like the sword of the wind and rain, the spirit of the sword is more and more 

destroyed. 



 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen is surrounded by Hongmeng Qi and turns into chains. He shatters all the flying swords. He looks 

at the sharp sword array coldly, and his heart sinks slightly. 

 

Ye Chen has tried almost every means, but it has no effect. Now only XueYue Tu Tian Jian has not been 

used. However, he vaguely realizes that even XueYue Tu Tian chop is difficult to break the sword array. 

 

"Try it anyway." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are tough, even if he knows that there is no effect, he can't wait to die! 

 

"The blood moon slays the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart a roar, falling dust dragon sword in hand, and in the outside sky above, two rounds of 

blood moon slowly rise. 

 

At the same time, on the edge of the two blood moons, there is another one looming. Although it is 

weak, it also irradiates the vast blood moonlight. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

For a moment, the vast blood moon, which destroyed the sky and destroyed the earth, crossed the 

sword array without hindrance and reflected on Ye Chen. Ye Chen was shrouded in the blood and 

moonlight, and the falling dust and dragon sword burst out a cold and desolate light that extinguished 

the starry sky. 

 

"This..." 

 

Feng Yusi, who has been staying in the sword array for a long time, has nothing to do but wait for his 

death to see ye Chen's powerful blood light. His dark eyes gradually light up. 



 

Trapped in the sword array, knowing that there is no hope of getting out of the trap, ye Chen has never 

given up. He has been fighting against the sword array, and Feng Yusi's heart is also touched by Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is in a desperate situation, and he has to condense the third round of blood 

moon. The divine power of blood moon and Tu Tian is soaring again, which makes fengyusi see the dawn 

of hope. 

 

"I'll give you a hand!" 

 

Feng Yusi's eyes shine and gaze at Ye Chen's body. Her heart is touched, and she can't help drinking. On 

her body, endless fire rises in the sky. 

 

This fire reflects on the sky and melts the world. It is the fire of the most powerful God Huang. It is 

powerful and powerful. The fire light sweeps the whole sword array. 

 

At the same time, behind fengyusi, a pair of Huangyu condenses, which can move mountains and rivers. 

 

"God's Phoenix is burning in the sun!" 

 

Feng Yusi murmured in her heart, and Huang Yu suddenly waved behind her. The endless fire condensed 

into incomparable cold light. She attached to Huang Yu, who shook the world, suddenly chopped into 

the sword array. 

 

On the other side, ye Chen's body seems to be under the weight of the universe. His forehead is full of 

blue veins, and his arms are full of delicate muscles, but his eyes are full of majestic fighting spirit. 

 

The blood moon Tu Tian chop, which is about to condense three rounds of blood moon, contains infinite 

power. Just the heavy pressure of falling dust and descending dragon sword makes Ye Chen feel that all 

his limbs are shaking. 

 

At the moment, the power of the blood moon condenses to the extreme. Ye Chen uses his whole body 

strength to burn countless pills and turns into infinite aura, and rushes into the body of the sword. 



 

"Kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and the falling dust and dragon sword suddenly cut out. 

 

At this moment, the vast fire swept across the sky, and the phoenix feather, which covered the sky and 

covered the sun, was cut out together with the cold light of blood moon, which reflected on the sky and 

shocked the whole world, and fell on the sword array. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The mountains and rivers cracked, the sun and the moon overturned, and the incomparable impact 

seemed to crush the sky and burst out in an instant. 

 

At the same time, the infinity flying sword, which forms the sword killing array, is broken at the same 

time. The four short young people who control the sword array spit blood and fly upside down at the 

same time. 

 

"No way! How can this be possible? The sword lotus soul destroying array is invincible. How can you two 

break it? " 

 

The little young man exclaimed in horror, but no one answered his question. There was only a cold light 

of blood, which tore apart the sky and pierced through the long river of time, and destroyed everything 

along the way. 

 

"No! I'm a disciple of Zhenyuan hall. I'm gifted. I can't... " 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The short youth's mouth is still shouting, but the cold light of blood moon cuts along his eyebrows. Then, 

the body of the short young man shoots out endless blood moonlight column, which explodes.Under the 

air of blood, ye Chen holds the sword of falling dust and falling dragon, just like the God of war coming 

out of the sea of corpses and blood. His eyes are cold and he harvests every life he sees. 
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As soon as the cold light of the blood moon turns, it is a sky mending realm, and the eight layers of 

heaven turn into blood fog. 

 

Now there is only the last disciple left, but ye Chen did not kill him. 

 

At the moment, the disciple was terrified and looked at her face, covering the sky and the sun. She 

wanted to open her mouth and beg for mercy, but she couldn't say a word. 

 

At the next moment, Huang Yu was killed, and the disciple turned into blood mist. 

 

Seeing the scene in front of them, all the remaining disciples in Zhenyuan hall were scared and 

stupefied, their bodies trembling, and they looked at Ye Chen, who were bathing in blood and walking 

side by side. 

 

No matter Ye Chen or Feng Yusi, they all carry a magnificent killing intention, as if they were two gods of 

killing, which frightened the people in Zhenyuan hall. 

 

"Elder martial sister, I was wrong. It was Zhang gaoye. They forced me. We didn't want to attack you." 

 

"Forgive me, forgive me, elder martial sister. My father is an elder of law enforcement Hall..." 

 

The remaining five disciples of Zhenyuan hall all knelt on the ground, their bodies trembled and cried for 

mercy. 

 

See this scene, ye Chen eyebrows slightly pick, but spread out the palm of his hand, a stone containing 

the mighty dragon power spreads out a sound of dragon roar. 

 



"I've got what I want. It's your business to deal with these people. I'll go first." 

 

Looking at the corner of her mouth, she said. 

 

Thank you very much 

 

Feng Yu Si hears the speech, in the eye's killing intention gradually converges, the vision complex looked 

at Ye Chen one eye, hugs the fist to say. 

 

Fengyusi did not stop Ye Chen from taking the Dragon Xiaoshi, because she knew that without Ye Chen, 

she would die here today, dead in the hands of her classmates! 

 

Ye Chen takes the Dragon Xiaoshi and takes Yang Qianyu and others to leave, while fengyusi looks coldly 

at several disciples kneeling on the ground. 

 

"Elder martial sister, we really know that we are wrong. Don't kill us." 

 

The disciple is still begging for mercy, but Feng Yusi's eyes are extremely cold, without a trace of 

emotion. 

 

Feng Yusi is very clear that these disciples are completely duplicity. When the short young man, namely 

Zhang gaoye, took the lead in fighting against himself, the people in Zhenyuan hall did not stop him, but 

all of them were watching with cold eyes. 

 

"You all want me to die." 

 

Feng Yusi said in a tone of indifference. The next moment he raised his eyes and looked at the direction 

of Ye Chen's departure: "it's the same with the patriarch. People in Zhenyuan hall want me to die. In this 

case, let's see who will die in the end!" 

 

Hearing this, the remaining five disciples of Zhenyuan hall were shocked. They realized the magnificent 

killing intention of Feng Yusi. They just wanted to ask for mercy, but a cold light flashed by. 



 

The next moment, they saw their back, their bodies kneeling on the ground, no heads. 

 

…… 

 

On the other side, ye Chen has left the canyon with Yang Qianyu and others, and once again came to the 

vastness of the outside world. 

 

At this time, Yang Qianyu can't help but look at Ye Chen. His eyes opened with hatred and said, "elder 

martial brother, why don't you solve the rest of the people in Zhenyuan hall?" 

 

"That's right. These people in Zhenyuan hall are ungrateful and shameless. On the surface, they are 

married with us, but secretly they want to murder the elder martial brother. We should drive them out!" 

 

Hearing this, everyone should be in harmony with Tao. Obviously, they hate the people in Zhenyuan 

hall. 

 

"Ha ha." 

 

Ye Chen looked at their indignant appearance and couldn't help but smile: "don't worry, someone will 

do this." 

 

Hearing this, Yang Qianyu and others were stunned, and then looked at Ye Chen with uncertainty: 

"fengyusi? Elder martial brother, this woman is loyal to Zhenyuan hall. It was Zhenyuan Temple who 

raised her up. Would she really kill those guys? " 

 

"Don't worry, Feng Yusi is heavy on love and righteousness, but she is not a fool. She knows what to do." 

 

Ye Chen gave a meaningful smile and then looked around. It was surrounded by stars. It was a wonderful 

place. 

 



Immediately, ye Chen took out the Dragon Xiaoshi, which was only the size of a walnut, but its surface 

was painted with dragon patterns. In the interior of the stone, there was also a roar of powerful dragon 

roar. 

 

The majestic dragon power diffuses from the Dragon Xiaoshi, and the light in Ye Chen's eyes twinkles. 

There is a dragon roar inside the Dragon Xiaoshi, which is sealed in the stone by some people. I'm afraid 

the strength of the people who do this is superb. 

 

At this time, ye Chen heard two magnificent roars of the dragon. Then, in the vast world, endless light 

appeared. Even the illusion of the world formed by the array was broken through, showing the body 

shape of the people of each sect. 

 

There are two people standing in the hall of the dragon, but they are from the fire. 

 

At the moment, the chief disciple of Zhengxie hall looks at Ye Chen coldly, while yuwenhuo of 

shenghuozong also looks at Ye Chen. Both of them focus on Ye Chen's hand. The Dragon Xiaoshi really 

emits invisible waves. 

 

"Hum, I didn't expect that you could get longxiaoshi, but it's better. I'll find you again!" 

 

Shuangtong, the chief disciple of Zhengxie hall, sneered and said, "I am in the final test place, waiting for 

you to die!"On the other side, Yuwen fire is looking at Ye Chen, with a faint smile in his eyes, and nods at 

Ye Chen. 

 

At this moment, there is a bright door in front of both the Zhengxie hall and the Yuwen fire team, and 

then they step into it. The door is closed, and the light reflecting the whole world is gradually dim. 

 

The shadow of each clan team is gradually covered by darkness, but at this moment, all people's eyes 

are focused on Ye Chen and others. 

 

It is not only yuwenhuo and ye Chen that they are aware of the Dragon Xiaoshi. These people also find 

this. At the moment, their eyes are greedy and rush towards Ye Chen's position. 

 



"Not good." 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen frowned slightly. He did not expect that when the Dragon Xiaoshi was used, 

he would cause such a vision. His position was exposed by the Zhengxie hall and the shenghuozong. 

 

"In that case, let's go." 

 

Immediately, ye Chen looks at Yang Qianyu and others, holding the Dragon Xiaoshi in his palm, and 

directly infuses the aura into it. 

 

In a twinkling of an eye, long Xiaoshi once again burst out endless brilliance. The dazzling brilliance once 

again brightened the whole world, and a door appeared in front of Ye Chen and others. 

 

On the other side, the various sects are furious. They are still a long way from ye Chen and others, so 

they have no time to capture the Dragon Xiaoshi. 

 

"Ladies and gentlemen, the position of the first-class forces is settled down for me!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks at the various sects and draws a radian around the corner of his mouth. 

The next moment, he directly steps into the guangmen gate, and Yang Qianyu and others quickly catch 

up. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

At the moment when the light door was closed, a figure exploded and killed, but a sword stabbed in the 

void, and he could not help but scold angrily. 

 

At the moment, the various sects have gradually arrived here. The three dragon Xiaoshi have been used 

by people. They have lost the opportunity to compete for the position of the first-class forces. They look 

at each other and say nothing to each other. 

 



On the other side, ye Chen stepped into the light door, but found himself in a cave in which there was a 

cauldron stove. 

 

In addition to the cauldron furnace, the cave is flat, leaving only the huge glazed walls on both sides. 

 

This transparent glass, as if transparent in general, ye Chen turned his head to look, but saw the 

Zhengxie hall and the team of shenghuozong. 

 

"Big brother." 

 

At this moment, Yang Qianyu and others have entered the cave through the light gate. They are shocked 

to see the hall of righteousness and evil and the holy fire Sect on both sides. 

 

Although Yang Qianyu and others are full of confidence in Ye Chen, they are still weak in the face of the 

hall of righteousness and evil. 

 

If the hall of righteousness and evil disobeyed the rules and directly broke the glazed walls and 

slaughtered all the people of the six Taoism sect and the holy fire sect, they would surely win full marks, 

but they could not resist. 

 

Therefore, Yang Qianyu and others are worried, but ye Chen is calm and calm. 

 

"Don't worry, they can't make it." 

 

Ye Chen's mouth angle draws up a wipe radian, opens mouth to say. 

 

Hearing this, Yang Qianyu can't help but look at Ye Chen. He just wants to ask, but he hears a vibration 

coming from the cave where the hall of righteousness and evil is located on the left side. 

 

"Bang!" 

 



On the other side, the people in the hall of righteousness and evil looked through the transparent glazed 

walls with a look of rage. 

 

Yang Qianyu's conjecture was correct. The people in the hall of righteousness and evil just wanted to 

break the glazed walls and directly eliminated the liudaozong and shenghuozong sect. However, after 

one strike, they were shocked and the whole cave trembled endlessly, leaving endless dust falling down, 

but the glazed walls were undamaged. 

 

"If I guess correctly, this wall is the stone of the rock heart. Don't mention them. Even if the leader of the 

hall of righteousness and evil comes, it can't be shaken." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the appearance of all the people in a mess in the hall of righteousness and evil, but the 

corners of his mouth hook up a radian and says playfully. 

 

Hearing this, Yang Qianyu and others were stunned for a moment, but the next moment they burst into 

laughter. 

 

"Hum, laugh now, you will cry later!" 

 

At the moment, the disciples of the hall of righteousness and evil were furious and threatened the way 

directly through the wall. 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen glanced at him indifferently, but he didn't care at all. He took out his prepared 

medicine refining materials directly. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's medicine refining materials, the people in the hall of righteousness and evil were 

dazzled and astonished. Even the people of the holy fire sect looked over. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's whole body, the spirit of a tree is vast, and the air flow of Hongmeng is turning. If you 

look at the selling appearance, you can know that there are more than ten kinds of miraculous drugs 

that are absolutely extraordinary. 

 

Many of these miraculous medicines were known to them, and they could not help but read them out. 



 

"Lei Ming Jian Xin Cao, Sheng Qi Ling Zhu Hua, Bai Niao Chao Feng Lian..." 

 

The people of Zhengxie hall and shenghuozong were shocked. Ye Chen's medicine refining materials 

were all top-level, far better than their quality. 

 

Originally, they thought that the elixir they were searching for in the secret place was quite good. They 

were more than enough to refine the medicinal materials, and they were sure to win in the test. 

However, when they saw Ye Chen's elixir, they had no idea. 

 

It's because ye Chen's material quality is too high. Even a person with a very poor level of refining 

medicine can also refine a miraculous elixir."Damned guy, I'm afraid he will take down the test of 

refining medicine." 

 

At the moment, the people in the hall of righteousness and evil are gnashing their teeth and looking at 

Ye Chen, and they wish to devour Ye Chen alive. 

 

For their glare, ye Chen is not concerned, calmly picked up the medicinal materials, a plant into the 

cauldron furnace in front of. 

 

Alchemy is a matter of mind and nature. Before in the dark world, the guidance of xuanhanyu had made 

Ye Chen's Alchemy level transcendent. Now he began to refine alchemy, and immediately entered the 

state of selflessness, which would not be affected by foreign things. 

 

It's a pity that xuanhanyu fell into a coma temporarily after he left the dark area. He didn't wake up, 

otherwise it would be more simple! 
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When the eight trigrams heavenly elixir was put into practice, ye Chen had a miraculous herb in his 

hand, which seemed to have a kind of intelligence. He actively cooperated with Ye Chen in refining. 

 



After a while, a few medicines were fragrant and full of aura, which even made the whole cave fall into a 

fog and condensed the spirit drops. 

 

In this process, Zhengxie hall and shenghuozong specially selected talents for refining pills. They all 

forgot what they were doing. They looked at Ye Chen blindly. When they realized that the materials in 

their hands had been completely destroyed and could not be used again. 

 

"Waste!" 

 

At the moment, the chief disciple of the Zhengxie hall was cold in his eyes and slapped the medicine 

refining disciple to fly out. 

 

On the other side, yuwenhuo looks at Ye Chen, shakes his head and laughs, but asks the disciple of 

refining pills to step down. 

 

"Don't waste any more Kung Fu. The material quality of this guy is so high and the level of alchemy is so 

excellent that you can't surpass him even if you go on." 

 

Yuwenhuo is able to see through, and also speculates that ye Chen can obtain so many good materials, 

which is probably related to the golden armor broken spirit beast around them. 

 

Therefore, Yu Wenhuo guessed secretly that the quality of the weapon refining materials in Ye Chen's 

hand is also excellent. However, ye Chen has such a high level of alchemy, so the refining tools should 

not be able to do so? 

 

But just as this idea just emerged, Yuwen Huo stared at Ye Chen in disbelief. He saw several pieces of 

star shining dead star stones in his hand, and other kinds of refining materials were suspended around 

him. 

 

The process of refining Ye Chen's utensils is even easier than that of alchemy. The materials are 

completely controlled by one's will. Melting and flying in the cauldron furnace, in a flash, a long sword 

with chilly air and sharp edges is refined. 

 



As soon as the long sword appeared, there was even thunder robbery condensation, which showed that 

the long sword was extraordinary. 

 

But for the thunder robbery, ye Chen just waved it and scattered it directly. Then he threw the sword to 

Yang Qianyu. 

 

"I think you use a sword. I'll give you this Tianlei Mingxin sword." 

 

Yang Qianyu catches the sword, but his eyes are surprised. That day, Lei Ming's heart sword perfectly 

matches with him, and contains the power of thunder, which is much better than the six way wind 

sword he is carrying now. With this day's leiming heart sword, his strength should be improved by at 

least three levels. 

 

"Thank you very much 

 

Yang Qianyu was not polite. He took up his sword and clasped his fist to thank him. 

 

"Oh, thank you very much." 

 

Ye Chen is indifferent to smile, and at this moment, the cave also suddenly vibrates, and then the top of 

the cave is separated, revealing the vast blue sky outside. 

 

"Liudaozong, refining Hongguang juechen pill, is of high quality. Refining Tianlei Mingxin sword has 

excellent quality!" 

 

Above the sky, a magnificent voice rings and ye Chen eyebrows pick. This is the will of heaven and earth. 

Unexpectedly, someone has refined the will of heaven and earth in this secret place into a judge to 

identify the quality of refined pills and magic weapons. I'm afraid the person behind this is too strong. 

 

On the other side, the hall of righteousness and evil and the holy fire sect saw that ye Chen's elixir and 

magic weapon were superior and gave up the two tests directly. After all, no matter how hard they 

tried, they could not be better than ye Chen. 

 



"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, the top of the cave where the Zhengxie hall is located was opened, and all the people in 

the hall of Zhengxie flew out, and the people of shenghuozong on the other side all came out. 

 

"Boy, I want you dead!" 

 

At the moment, a group of disciples of the Zhengxie hall glared at Ye Chen. Ye Chen won the first place 

in the two tests, which made them extremely unhappy. 

 

If it was not for the test of the ascending ceremony, the most important thing was strength. The final 

strength competition, like the two tests of alchemy and refining utensils, would be directly judged as 

failure. 

 

But at the moment, facing all the disciples of Zhengxie hall, Yang Qianyu and others are slightly changed. 

 

The hall of righteousness and evil is a first-class force. Although it ranks at the bottom, it is not 

comparable to the second-class forces, let alone the six schools of the third-class forces. 

 

There are seven disciples in the hall of righteousness and evil, and the chief disciples of the hall of 

righteousness and evil are close to the existence of half step heaven and earth. 

 

The strength of such a lineup is incomparable. In addition to Ye Chen, liudaozong has no one to fill the 

sky and nine layers of heaven. How can we compete with each other. 

 

Moreover, the chief disciple of the hall of righteousness and evil is also known as the moon soul region. 

His name is Wu Shengyun. He was born with two pupils. He was born with a vision from heaven, which 

shocked the whole moon soul domain. 

 

Wu Shengyun's nature is both good and evil. Sometimes his spirit is powerful, and sometimes his evil 

spirit is strong. He perfectly fits the skill of the hall of righteousness and evil. When he was three months 

old, he was accepted as a disciple by the Lord of the moon soul domain. 

 



In the following years, Wu Shengyun also showed his invincible talent. In a short period of time, he 

reached the level of nine layers of heaven and became one of the top ten talents in the moon soul 

domain. Later, he reached the half step heaven and earth situation in a short time. His talent was 

against the heaven and his strength was even stronger. 

 

"Liudaozong, it's really interesting." 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun's long red hair is dancing. He takes a step and comes to Ye Chen. His eyes 

gaze at Ye Chen. 

 

"I'm surprised and angry at you 

 

Wu Shengyun said, the killing intention swept over his body, and ye Chen's face remained unchanged, 

while the Yuwen fire on one side changed slightly, taking a step. 

 

Yuwen fire comes to Ye Chen's side, and helps Ye Chen to block the momentum of Wu Shengyun and 

smile at the same time."Brother Wu, this last test, I don't know how you want to come." 

 

Hearing this, Wu Shengyun's eyes flashed, looking at Ye Chen and Yuwen fire, and his mouth curled up a 

radian: "look, you two want to join hands?" 

 

At the moment, Yuwen fire and ye Chen look at each other, but they don't speak, but their attitude is 

obvious. 

 

The strength of the hall of righteousness and evil is too strong. One is a half step in heaven and earth, 

seven are strong in the later stage of mending the sky, and two are weird. It seems that the realm is in 

the eight layers of heaven, but in fact, I'm afraid the strength is also up to nine layers of heaven. 

 

It is unnecessary to say that ye Chen is the only one who can fight against the eight or nine layers of 

heaven and earth, while the Shenghuo sect is the Yuwen fire. The remaining 59 are all the strong ones in 

the later stage of the sky mending realm. Only when they join hands can they compete with the hall of 

righteousness and evil. 

 



See ye Chen two people join hands, Wu Shengyun's eyes flashed a little disdain, then playfully opened 

his mouth and said: "do you think that the two join hands, can resist my hall of righteousness and evil?" 

 

"can I?" has the final say. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks at Wu Shengyun and says. 

 

"Ha ha!" 

 

Hearing the speech, Wu Shengyun looked up to the sky and laughed. His momentum suddenly broke 

out. The powerful Holy Spirit and evil spirit interweaved together and rose into the sky. 

 

"Heaven and earth" 

 

At the moment, the audience noticed Wu Shengyun's momentum, but his face suddenly changed. Wu 

Shengyun actually concealed his strength and reached the heaven and earth realm. 

 

For a time, no matter it was the shenghuozong or the liudaozong, their eyes were full of despair. Wu 

Shengyun was so well hidden that the heaven and earth could not be shaken. 

 

"Lost..." 

 

At the moment, everyone's heart is covered with a shadow, while the Zhengxie hall people are showing 

a proud smile. 
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At the moment, only Ye Chen and Yuwen fire, at the moment, they are looking at each other, 

shimmering. 

 



Shortly after entering the secret place, ye Chen encounters Tianyin palace and drives the other party 

away. After that, he meets Yuwen fire and has a secret conversation with each other for a while. 

 

In fact, what they talked about was Wu Shengyun. 

 

After seeing Wu Shengyun, yuwenhuo guessed that Wu Shengyun had probably broken through the 

heaven and earth, and felt extremely headache for the test of the ceremony. 

 

Just as it happens, yuwenhuo accidentally sees Ye Chen taking care of the people in Tianyin palace, 

which is just the heaven God realm, and can defeat many strong people in the later stage of Tianyin 

palace. Yuwenhuo believes that ye Chen has something special about him, so he tells Ye Chen of his 

discovery. 

 

Ye Chen and yuwenhuo agree that if both sides can enter the final assessment, and the hall of 

righteousness and evil is also there, they will join hands to deal with Wu Shengyun. At the moment, the 

agreement is effective. 

 

"A group of local chickens and dogs also want to fight for the position of the first-class forces. I want you 

to know that you, these wastes, are only worthy of kneeling at the foot of my hall of righteousness and 

evil!" 

 

At this moment, Wu Shengyun broke out the power of heaven and earth, and killed his mind in the sky 

and ordered the disciples of the hall of righteousness and evil. 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

At this moment, all the people in the hall of righteousness and evil set out to kill the disciples of 

shenghuozong and liudaozong, while Wu Shengyun directly rushed to Ye Chen and yuwenhuo. 

 

"Yuwenhuo, it's wishful thinking that you and I compete for the place of the top ten talents of the 

younger generation. I want you to understand the gap between us!" 

 



At the moment, Wu Shengyun's eyes are dim. Yu Wenhuo's talent is no inferior to him, and his 

reputation in the moon soul domain has always been equal. This makes him extremely unhappy. He has 

long wanted to wipe out yuwenhuo and prove that he is the strongest. 

 

At this moment, Wu Shengyun clapped out that the mighty holy Qi and evil Qi were circulating in his 

palm, and turned into a mighty storm and roared down. 

 

Seeing this palm, Yu Wen's face was dignified, and an endless fire suddenly burst out on his body. The 

fire light rose up in the sky and reflected everywhere. 

 

"The holy fire burns the sky!" 

 

Yuwen fire roared, the infinite holy fire swept out, turned into a flame ribbon, mercilessly roared to Wu 

Shengyun. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen and yuwenhuo agree to join hands to deal with Wu Shengyun. At the 

moment, they can't sit back and ignore it, and directly stab Wu Shengyun with a sword. 

 

"Destroy Shinto, explode!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, and the power of destruction sweeps out. This sword tries its best to face the 

heaven and earth, and can't keep a hand at all! 

 

But at this time, Wu Shengyun faces Ye Chen and yuwenhuo to join hands, but is dismissive, toward Ye 

Chen is also a palm. 

 

"Boom 

 

Three sides of the collision, ye Chen and Yu Wen fire suddenly fly out, two people's body breath 

concussion endlessly, ye Chen mouth corners even overflow a wipe of blood. 

 



Even if we had known that Wu Shengyun should have broken through to heaven and earth, but now 

facing Wu Shengyun, ye Chen and ye Chen are still not rivals. The heaven and earth situation is too 

strong. 

 

Unless ye Chen uses the power of that mark, or Xuan Hanyu and the moon soul demon girl to hand it! 

 

The power of mark cannot be used now! 

 

Xuanhanyu fell into a deep sleep again, and the character of the ghost girl of the moon couldn't be easily 

moved. 

 

"Ha ha! Two mole ants, even if you join hands, will be crushed to death by my foot 

 

Wu Shengyun easily knocks back Ye Chen and he is undamaged. He laughs wildly. The next moment, he 

suddenly kills Ye Chen. 

 

"Get rid of this damned guy first. The only third-class forces, the chief disciple of the heaven God realm, 

dare to challenge the dignity of my Zhengxie hall. Damn it!" 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun's eyes twinkled, and two evil spirits suddenly burst out, tearing up the 

void, vanishing everything, and killing Ye Chen irresistibly. 

 

Seeing this divine awn, ye Chen's face became dignified. At the next moment, the power of spirit and 

the way of destruction swept out, and they gathered madly on the evil sword in their hands. 

 

Combining the two kinds of magic power, Sha sword erupts into a magnificent cold light, which frightens 

the heaven. 

 

"Soul killing sword!" 

 

Ye Chen is angry in the heart, exhausts the whole body strength, stabs out with a sword, meets two gods 

awn. 



 

At the next moment, the moment when the sword collides with shenmang, ye Chen feels that endless 

evil Qi rushes into his body, making him lose his mind and Qi and blood in his body is completely 

disordered. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly stepped back. 

 

On the other side, yuwenhuo takes advantage of Wu Shengyun's opportunity to attack Ye Chen, and 

gathers all his strength. The endless holy fire rises into the sky and turns into a long flame knife that cuts 

through the heaven and earth and cuts off the whole world behind Wu Shengyun. 

 

In a flash, Wu Shengyun suddenly turned around, his eyes turned to kill, and suddenly pointed out. 

 

"The sky evil ghost finger!" 

 

Behind Wu Shengyun, endless evil spirits swept out and gathered at his fingertips. At the same time, 

inexplicable rules surged between heaven and earth. At the next moment, the mysterious and 

mysterious rules actually formed essence, turned into gods and mingled with evil spirits. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Wu Shengyun points out that the divine awn shoots at the long sword of the holy fire, but it makes the 

whole heaven and earth tremble. The sky is torn, and the shenmang directly smashes the long knife, 

bumps into Yuwen fire, and makes its mouth spit blood and fly upside down."What are you two 

struggling with? Go to your death with peace of mind." 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun's momentum soars into the sky, like the invincible God of war, looking 

down at Ye Chen two people. 

 

Ye Chen and Yuwen fire, however, are now breath decay, aura disorder, they look very embarrassed, 

mouth corners are hung with blood. 



 

Wu Shengyun in heaven and earth is too powerful. Ye Chen and Yuwen fire can't resist it. He is 

completely crushed by Wu Shengyun and easily ravaged. 

 

On the other side, liudaozong and shenghuozong are not the opponents of the disciples of Zhengxie hall. 

They are also pressed and beaten, and the situation is extremely dangerous. 

 

At the moment, facing Wu Shengyun's invincible posture, ye Chen's heart is heavy, and so is Yu Wenhuo. 

 

At this time, yuwenhuo suddenly looked at Ye Chen and saw a firm look in his eyes: "you and I have no 

way out, we must fight back!" 

 

"That's it 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, his voice into the mind of Yu Wenhuo: "give me ten rest time, I can erase Wu 

Shengyun!" 

 

Hearing this, Yu Wenhuo is shocked. He looks at Ye Chen in disbelief. Even if he is half a step ahead of 

Wu Shengyun, he feels desperate in the face of Wu Shengyun. He just insists on fighting with 

perseverance in his heart. However, he does not expect that ye Chen is sure to wipe out Wu Shengyun. 

 

Ye Chen is just a celestial realm, can you erase Wu Shengyun? 

 

Yuwenhuo's eyes turn, and he can't believe it, but he also knows that this is the only chance. Ye Chen's 

extraordinary has seen that he is not Wu Shengyun's opponent, so he can only place hope on Ye Chen. 

 

"Well, I'll try my best to help you put off ten minutes, and I'll leave the rest to you!" 

 

At the moment, Yuwen fire toward Ye Chen said. 

 

"Good!" 



 

Ye Chen feels touched in his heart and stares at Yu Wenhuo and nods with emphasis. 
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In fact, ye Chen wants to try to condense three rounds of blood moon at this time of life and death. 

When that time comes, the power of blood moon Tu Tian chop will soar, and there may be a chance to 

kill Wu Shengyun. 

 

In the dark world, in the process of practicing the six extermination secrets, ye Chen actually has some 

insights into the blood moon Tu Tian Jian! 

 

However, ye Chen has no idea whether he can succeed in cohesion. Yuwenhuo trusts him so much that 

ye Chen is moved. He also secretly vows that he must not fail Yu Wenhuo's trust. 

 

At the next moment, Yuwen fire suddenly looked up at Wu Shengyun. The aura inside his body 

exploded. The powerful aura surged, making the flames around yuwenhuo soar and swept the sky. 

 

"Wu Shengyun, didn't you always want to kill me to prove yourself? Today I want you to know that you 

are not worthy of it! " 

 

As soon as Yu Wen Huo said this, Wu Shengyun was furious. His eyes were full of evil and he suddenly 

sneered, "I don't deserve it? With half a step of heaven and earth? I can crush it with one hand 

 

On hearing this, Yuwen's eyes were filled with anger. The next moment, the infinite flame sweeping 

across the sky on his body returned to yuwenhuo's body at a high speed. The body of Yuwen fire turned 

red for a time, just like magma. 

 

"Holy fire melting heaven secret method, melting God war method!" 

 



Yuwen roars in his heart. His body rises abruptly, and his momentum soars again. On his magma like 

body, lines of flame regular lines are outlined, flashing with magnificent brilliance. 

 

At the moment, Yuwen fire, like a God's residence in charge of the fire, is high above, with no trace of 

emotion in his eyes. 

 

Melting God battle method, which is the top magic power of shenghuozong, can command Shenyan and 

greatly improve the strength. 

 

At this moment, yuwenhuo uses the melting God battle method, which is only one step away from the 

heaven and earth. Facing Wu Shengyun, he is not afraid. Instead, he takes the initiative to attack Wu 

Shengyun with a fist. 

 

"Ha ha! That's what you've got 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun looks at Yuwen fire's huge fist, but disdains to laugh. 

 

"I want you to know that the gap between you and me, Wu Shengyun, is the most talented person in the 

soul realm this month!" 

 

Wu Shengyun laughed, and his eyes were full of evil light. Behind him, the holy Qi flowed, and there was 

a holy shadow looming over the sky. 

 

"Evil holy body, help me kill the enemy!" 

 

Wu Shengyun has a strong vision. At this moment, the invincible virtual shadow behind him combines 

the vast Holy Spirit and the endless evil light, as if to condense into essence, which is both right and evil, 

and extremely strange. 

 

It seems that the shadow of the sorcerer will sink into the abyss. 

 



At this moment, in the face of Yuwen fire hit a huge fist, Wu Shengyun disdains, unexpectedly a fist to 

meet. 

 

You know, the most powerful part of the melting God war lies in the physical body, which contains 

endless power and heat wave, and everything that comes into contact with will be melted away. 

 

And Wu Shengyun dare to collide with Yuwen fire, which is absolutely arrogant. 

 

But at the moment, the evil spirit behind Wu Shengyun is also waving a huge fist and smashing at 

yuwenhuo. 

 

The fists of both sides collided. For a while, an incomparable impact swept across the road, shaking the 

heaven and earth and collapsing the void. 

 

But Yu Wenhuo's fist, at this moment, came out the sound of scraping, which almost melted everything. 

It was not the opponent of Wu Shengyun's real body. 

 

"Is this the melting God war of the holy fire sect? What rubbish 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun sneered, the next moment suddenly close to the body, toward the Yuwen 

fire to kill. 

 

Hearing Wu Shengyun insult shenghuozong, Yuwen's anger rises in the fire eye. Knowing that he is not 

Wu Shengyun's opponent, he looks like crazy at the moment and rushes forward fearlessly to fight with 

Wu Shengyun. 

 

Both of them didn't use magic power, just a simple physical collision. Every time Yuwen fire's body 

would send out the sound of bone breaking, but he seemed to be tireless and painless, fighting with Wu 

Shengyun crazily. 

 

Powerful to the extreme of martial arts, trembling this side of the world, the collision of the two let the 

three people who are fighting together are stunned and shocked. 

 



Only Ye Chen did not go to see this shocking battle at the moment. At the moment, he held the falling 

dust and subduing dragon sword in his forehand, and then led the magnificent blood moonlight on the 

sky. The blood light on his body became more and more magnificent, and the cold light of the sword 

edge became more and more clear. 

 

At this moment, Wu Shengyun, who is fighting furiously with Yuwen fire, suddenly feels a sense of crisis 

in his heart. The crisis is so strong that he even seems to be in a boundless hell. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Wu Shengyun looks at Ye Chen, and his eyes suddenly coagulate. He can see the terrible power of Ye 

Chen's move, and even bring him the horror feeling of dying. 

 

he realizes that the two blood moons above the sky are shining endlessly. On the edge of the two blood 

moons, there is a slightly illusory blood moon constantly solidifying. Wu Shengyun's heart is terrified, 

and he is extremely afraid of the third round of blood moon You must not let Ye Chen do this. 

 

"Son of a bitch, you've been procrastinating for him!"At the moment, Wu Shengyun looked at Yu 

Wenhuo and was furious. He couldn't help but curse. 

 

Looking at the three rounds of blood moon above the sky, Wu Shengyun felt a chill in his heart. If he 

hadn't found out in time, when ye Chen condensed three rounds of blood moon, he would not have 

died. 

 

"Yuwenhuo, if you want him to break this dilemma, I will let you see the hope broken with your own 

eyes!" 

 

At this moment, the evil holy body behind Wu Shengyun suddenly breaks out, and the great power 

sweeps out. Yuwen fire is suddenly forced back, and Wu Shengyun is killed towards Ye Chen. 

 

Seeing this scene, Yu Wenhuo's face suddenly changed. He was seriously injured in the previous battle 

with Wu Shengyun. At the moment, his Qi and blood were disordered, and almost all his bones were 

damaged. It was difficult to stop Wu Shengyun. 

 



But even so, Yuwen fire still sticks to it. The lava like body bursts out the sound of shaking the heaven 

and earth. The next moment, Yuwen fire explodes and kills Wu Shengyun. 

 

"If you want to move him, kill me first!" 

 

Yuwen's fire roared, and his flame runes burst out at the moment. All the flame runes converged 

towards Yuwen's fist and turned into a huge flame. 

 

"The fire kills the devil!" 

 

Yuwen fire roared, toward Wu Shengyun a fist. 

 

After noticing the violent and incomparable skill fluctuation behind him, Wu Shengyun's eyes flashed a 

touch of cold and killing intention, and then suddenly turned around. 

 

"You want to die!" 

 

Wu Shengyun is extremely angry. Unexpectedly, Yuwen fire, who is already at the end of his strength, 

dare to stop himself. 

 

For a moment, Wu Shengyun's endless evil Qi and holy Qi flowed behind him, and then gathered 

together, and above his head, a round of bright mirror was suspended. 

 

At the moment, the infinite holy Qi and evil Qi pour into the mirror, and the next moment it gathers into 

a evil light. 
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"Heavenly evil light!" 

 



Wu Shengyun was angry in his heart, and the evil light suddenly burst out towards Yuwen fire. Looking 

at the evil light, Yu Wen fire's face changed greatly, and he felt that the boundless crisis was enveloping 

him. 

 

At the next moment, the flame collides with the evil light, and the flame suddenly explodes, while the 

evil light directly penetrates the body of Yuwen fire. 

 

Yuwen fire is the end of the strong crossbow. At the moment, it is severely damaged by the evil light. It 

spits blood directly and falls on the ground, forming a deep pit. 

 

In the pit, Yuwen's breath of fire is withered to the extreme, and the melting God's tactics have already 

dissipated. At the moment, he is covered with blood and in a mess. 

 

Yuwenhuo looks at Ye Chen's direction. The third round of blood moon is more and more solid, and the 

divine power that blooms is almost lawless. If ye Chen's move is used, it may really kill Wu Shengyun. 

 

It's just a pity A flash of despair flashed through Yuwen's fiery eyes. Now he can't help Ye Chen delay 

time. Wu Shengyun won't give ye Chen the chance to kill the bleeding moon and kill the sky. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's muscles are tense, and he feels the weight of the universe on his shoulders. 

He is still concentrating on the third round of blood moon and gathering the strength of blood moon. 

 

"Hum! I didn't expect you to have such a means, but it's useless! " 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun uses a move to solve yuwenhuo. His eyes are cold, and he kills Ye Chen 

directly. 

 

"Go to hell!" 

 

After Wu Shengyun, the evil god's real body burst out a magnificent evil light, reflecting the sky, and the 

evil god's huge fist fell hard at Ye Chen. 

 



Facing this evil god's terrible iron fist, ye Chen's heart is tight. He only needs the last step. The third 

round of blood moon is about to take shape. Is everything going to end? 

 

Ye Chen is unwilling to roar in his heart. His obsession seems to arouse the response of heaven and 

earth. At this moment, a series of inexplicable rules emerge between heaven and earth, and then they 

gather on the sky and gradually gaze on the third round of blood moon. 

 

With the convergence of the rules, the third round of blood moon, which was originally somewhat 

illusory, suddenly blooms out of endless blood moonlight, which is completely condensed. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen felt twice as heavy as before, and almost fell to his knees. His internal organs 

were severely damaged and his mouth overflowed with a trace of blood. 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen's eyes are extremely excited, eyes bloom with endless cold. 

 

"Wu Shengyun! Damn you 

 

Ye Chen raises his head abruptly and looks at Wu Shengyun. The moonlight of infinite blood covers Ye 

Chen's body, and the cold light of falling dust and dragon sword reflects the eternal time. 

 

"Blood moon, butcher heaven, Triple Moon, destroy everything for me!" 

 

Ye Chen uses all his strength to lift the falling dust and subdue the dragon sword, and suddenly cuts to 

Wu Shengyun. 

 

At this moment, the cold light of blood moon penetrates the world, tears the whole world, and bursts 

out the invincible power of destroying the heaven and earth, and suddenly kills Wu Shengyun. 

 



Seeing the cold light of the blood moon, Wu Shengyun, who was originally Boxing at Ye Chen, was 

shocked. He felt cold all over his body, and his blood would freeze under the sword of Ye Chen. The 

boundless crisis enveloped him, as if to drag him into the abyss of death. 

 

"No way! impossible! You are just a waste of the nine layers of heaven and God realm. How can you use 

such a powerful force 

 

Wu Shengyun's incredible roar at the moment, facing Ye Chen's sword, he felt suffocated, irresistible, 

and even despaired. 

 

"Wu Shengyun is the strongest. I want to climb to the top. I want to surpass the sky. You can't kill me!" 

 

Wu Sheng cloud like crazy, red long hair at this moment even burning, turned into a pure evil into his 

eyes. 

 

"You must die!" 

 

"Evil god eyes, sacrifice!" 

 

Wu Shengyun roared in his heart. Facing death, he was completely crazy and sacrificed his two pupils. 

 

In an instant, Wu Shengyun's evil Qi burst his eyes. His eyes were black and pure. The evil spirit flowed in 

the empty eyes, as if a world of evil spirits was condensed, containing boundless fantasy. 

 

At the moment, Wu Shengyun's empty eyes burst out of the power of lawlessness, with a violent 

attraction sweeping in. He wants to drag Ye Chen into this boundless evil spirit fantasy and sink forever. 

 

But at this moment, in the face of this evil spirit and fantasy, ye Chen's eyes are clear and clear, and his 

falling dust and subduing dragon sword in his hand is even more terrible. 

 

"All your moves, in my opinion, are a dying struggle, in vain!" 

 



Ye Chen said coldly, the next moment, the blood moon cold mang cut through the boundless evil, along 

the body of Wu Shengyun. 

 

"No, it can't be..." 

 

Wu Shengyun stares at Ye Chen. His dark eyes look creepy. He is still chanting, but his words are not 

clear. 

 

At the next moment, the real body of the evil god behind Wu Shengyun suddenly explodes, and Wu 

Shengyun also follows and turns into a blood mist and dissipates completely. 

 

Ye Chen killed Wu Shengyun with the power of a sword, which shocked everyone at the scene, and 

everyone looked at Ye Chen in horror.While lying in the pit, Yuwen fire, whose breath is withering, sees 

the sky above, just like the ruler of the sky. Ye Chen, who is invincible, has a radian in his mouth. 

 

"I didn't get it wrong. You're really extraordinary." 

 

Yuwen fire can't help but say, and on the other side, ye Chen's eyes are looking at the terrified and 

extremely evil hall people. 

 

He now felt as if the power of the elixir field had been hollowed out, but he knew he had to insist on it! 

 

Wu Shengyun was killed by Ye Chen's sword, and the remaining disciples in the hall of righteousness and 

evil were scared to be stupid. At the moment, he did not dare to attack the people of the six Taoism sect 

and the holy fire sect. He looked at Ye Chen in horror, fearing that ye Chen's sword would erase them 

all. 

 

Looking at the disciple of Zhengxie Hall who was afraid of his eyes, ye Chen looked coldly and said 

without expression: "those who don't want to die are all given up my cultivation." 

 

Hearing this, the faces of all the disciples in the hall of righteousness and evil changed dramatically, and 

they abandoned their accomplishments. This is no different from death for a warrior. 

 



For a moment, all the people in the hall of righteousness and evil hesitated. At this time, ye Chen's eyes 

were cold, and his body was bright with blood and moonlight. 

 

At the sight of the blood moonlight flower, people in the hall of righteousness and evil could not help 

shivering. Wu Shengyun died under the powerful blood moonlight and was wiped away by a sword. 

 

"If the cultivation is abandoned, it can be repaired again. If you lose your life, you will be completely 

finished!" 

 

At the moment, a group of disciples in the hall of righteousness and evil looked at each other, and a 

touch of hatred flashed in their eyes. Then they directly took action and abandoned their cultivation. 

 

For a moment, all the disciples of the hall of righteousness and evil all collapsed on the ground, their 

breath was withered, and their eyes were unwilling to look at Ye Chen. 

 

They hate, hate Ye Chen even so cruel, killed Wu Shengyun, ye Chen has been the first test, but also 

forced them to abandon their cultivation. 

 

However, these people did not think that if ye Chen could not kill Wu Shengyun, they would not only let 

Ye Chen abandon his cultivation, but also kill Ye Chen. Even the people of the six Taoism sects could not 

survive. Ye Chen's kindness to them had been greatly enhanced. 
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At the moment, looking at the hall of righteousness and evil, all of them abandoned their cultivation and 

fell to the ground. 

 

"Poof..." 

 

The next moment, ye Chen suddenly spewed out a mouthful of blood, invincible momentum instantly 

scattered, he fell from the sky. 



 

The price of triple blood month is too high! 

 

It is impossible to rely solely on his present state and the power of Dantian! 

 

Only at the cost of this state! 

 

This is also the limit that ye Chen does not rely on other forces! 

 

"Big brother!" 

 

Seeing this scene, Yang Qianyu's face changed and flew out without hesitation, catching Ye Chen. 

 

At this time, all the people understood that after ye Chen killed Wu Shengyun, he was not undamaged, 

but had reached the limit. 

 

Ye Chen and Yuwen fire have no fighting power at the moment. Even if Wu Shengyun is dead, the 

people of liudaozong and shenghuozong can't block the hall of righteousness and evil. 

 

Therefore, ye Chencai held up his momentum and scared all the people in the hall of righteousness and 

evil to abolish their accomplishments in order to save them. 

 

To understand this, the people in the hall of righteousness and evil could not help but look at Ye Chen 

and devour it alive. 

 

However, Yang Qianyu and other disciples of the six schools of Taoism were touched by their eyes and 

were extremely grateful. As a senior brother, ye Chen considered so much for them, which moved them 

very much. 

 

Even the people of the holy fire sect, at the moment, are also eyes complex, looking at Ye Chen silent. 

 



At the moment, the hall of righteousness and evil has been abandoned, and ye Chen has lost his fighting 

power. The other disciples of the six Taoism sect can't stop the people of shenghuozong. 

 

But the people of the holy fire sect did not start at the moment, instead, they all looked at Yu Wenhuo. 

 

At this time, Yuwen fire has been out of the pit, see many of the same door to see their own, but 

indifferent a smile, walked to Ye Chen. 

 

Yuwen fire looked at Ye Chen with admiration, and then said, "you can kill Wu Shengyun, which is really 

something I didn't expect. You are great." 

 

"If it wasn't for you, all of us would die here, in the hands of the hall of righteousness and evil, so the 

first name is yours, belonging to the six schools of Taoism." 

 

As soon as the words came out, Yang Qianyu's worried eyes turned into surprise. 

 

However, many of the disciples of shenghuozong are smiling. They always do decent things, and ye 

Chen's deeds have also won their admiration. At this moment, they are willing to give up this easy to get 

first place. 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen is also a little surprised. Then he looks at Yuwen fire and smiles and nods. 

 

"The friendship of shenghuozong will not be forgotten by liudaozong, nor will ye Chen be forgotten by 

brother Yu!" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Yu Wenhuo also chuckled, "ha ha, I'm relieved to have you. You're a man of 

extraordinary talent and promising future. I give up the test first, but I can get your favor. This business 

is not a loss." 

 

At this moment, with yuwenhuo's recognition that liudaozong is the first, the rules of heaven and earth 

in this secret place fluctuate, and then a grand and just voice rings out. 

 



"Liudaozong, pass the examination!" 

 

The sound resounds through the whole secret place. At the moment, the heaven and earth where ye 

Chen and others are located turns. The next moment, ye Chen and others are directly transmitted out of 

the secret place. 

 

Then, ye Chen saw that all the people of the main gate also flew out of the tearing void. 

 

The news that liudaozong passed the examination has been spread all over the secret place, and all the 

people in this Shengzong city have learned about it. 

 

At the moment, everyone's eyes are focused on Ye Chen. They know that other people of the six Taoism 

sect can't do this. All this is the achievement of Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, it's not easy." 

 

"It's true that there are such disciples in liudaozong. After so many years of decline, will they rise again?" 

 

"Hum, even if the disciples of liudaozong pass the examination, the master can't pass it! The leader of 

the hall of righteousness and evil is an old strong one! " 

 

At the moment, all the people were talking about it. But above the city of Shengzong, Shi yipan and Luo 

Huai'an were all present, except for the old man. 

 

Luo Huai'an looks at Ye Chen who has passed the test of his disciple's promotion ceremony. He is worthy 

of meeting his master. 

 

At the same time, Shi yipan and other masters of various sects also stare at Ye Chen with flashing eyes 

and different thoughts. 

 

Obviously, ye Chen's outstanding performance and talent against heaven have been watched by the real 

big men in the moon soul domain, and they also attach importance to Ye Chen. 



 

After all, if ye Chen continues to develop in accordance with this trend, without any accidents, his future 

achievements will be far better than theirs, with unlimited potential. 

 

And not far from ye Chen, Feng Yusi has also stepped out of the void passage of the secret realm and 

came to Yang Tianyang. 

 

Yangtianyang's face is cloudy and sunny, and his eyes are turning around. When he sees Ye Chen pass 

the test, he guesses that the event is not good. But now fengyusi appears, and all the disciples of 

Zhenyuan hall are not there. Yangtianyang can already guess what happened in the secret place. 

 

At the thought that he had failed to plot against Ye Chen and that fengyusi was not dead, Yang Tianyang 

was frightened. Ye Chen had the patron saint's protection. If he knew what he had done, his fate would 

be absolutely miserable.Looking at her indifferent expression, it seems that nothing has happened. As 

usual, Feng Yusi, standing beside her quietly, is more entangled in yangtianyang's heart. She wants to 

ask, but she is afraid that the result is what she doesn't want to see. 

 

Just as the whole Shengzong city passed the test of liudaozong and ye Chen was shocked by his 

outstanding performance, a loud sound suddenly came out from the sky above Shengzong city. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

In the sky above Shengzong City, the sky explodes, the void collapses, and then a bloody air rushes into 

the sky. It is invincible, just like the figure of a god of death coming into the world, slowly steps out of 

the broken void. 

 

And in this figure's hand, also carried a bloody head, the head's eyes wide open, full of fear and 

disbelief. 

 

"Arbitrary Cang?! Whose head is he holding in his hand 

 

Some people are surprised incomparably looking at the arbitrary Cang, can not help but ask. 

 



Hearing this, the people immediately stare at the head of Wu Duan Cang and carefully observe it. Even 

the Lords of shiyipan and Luo Huai'an are also changing their faces, and their eyes toward Wu Duan 

Cang and ye Chen have changed. 

 

"It's a skinny old man! The Lord of the house of righteousness and evil is dead 

 

"The skinny old man is an old strong man in the middle and late period of heaven and earth. Did he 

really die by arbitrary Cang?" 

 

"The position of this kind of force is that ye Chen leads the disciples of the six schools to pass the 

disciple's trial in order to kill the withered and thin old man..." 

 

At the moment, all people are gaping, staring at Ye Chen and arbitrary Cang, thoughts are flying. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen raised his head and looked at Wu Duan Cang. Just then, Wu Duan Cang also 

looked over. Two people looked at each other and laughed at each other. Everything was in silence. 

 

It's much more shocking than ye Chen's leading the liudaozong disciple's trial to kill the skinny old man. 

 

After all, the skinny old man is the patriarch of the first-class forces in the moon soul domain, which is 

extremely terrible. Every fall of this kind of existence will cause a great disturbance and shake the world. 
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Today, Wu Duan Cang is able to kill the old strong and the patriarch of the first-class forces, and its 

reputation has spread throughout the whole moon soul region. 

 

Although wuduancang was once famous as the leader of the six Taoism sects, it was ridiculed before, 

but now it is respected. It can kill the withered and thin old people. Arbitrariness Cang has proved its 

strength. In this world, strength is everything. If you have strength, you will naturally be respected. 

 



"The first place in the trial of the Lord of the six schools!" 

 

At the moment, Shi yipan and the Lords of the ten major forces looked at each other. The next moment, 

he flew up and looked at the arbitrary Cang with a smile on his face. 

 

"Congratulations, brother Wu. According to the rules, the leader's trial and the disciple's test of the six 

schools are both the first, and the sixth sect is promoted to the first class power!" 

 

As soon as Shi yipan said this, Shengzong city was shocked again. Even though he had psychological 

preparation, the news was too shocking for those present. 

 

Liudaozong is just a third-class force, but it soars into the sky and becomes a first-class force. This is a 

feat of myth. 

 

At the same time, many of the sects were also shocked and looked at the arbitrary Cang and ye Chen. 

They were the people who had spoken and humiliated liudaozong before. 

 

Not long ago, liudaozong was still a third-class force, and might even fall into a fourth-class force. They 

were the object of their arbitrary humiliation. 

 

But now the liudaozong has been promoted to the first-class power, which instantly surpasses them and 

makes them fear. 

 

For a while, many patriarchs turned around and left with their own families, worried that arbitrariness 

would settle with them. 

 

In this regard, arbitrary Cang did not care, but threw the head of the thin old man to the place where the 

disciples of the hall of righteousness and evil stood. 

 

Wu Shengyun, the chief disciple of the Zhengxie hall, was killed by Ye Chen, and all the others 

abandoned their cultivation. Now the patriarch is beheaded by arbitrary Cang, and the position of the 

first-class force is taken away by the liudaozong, which is extremely miserable. 

 



"Damn it, liudaozong, wait for me. Ye Chen, arbitrary Cang, I will not let you go of the Zhengxie hall!" 

 

At the moment, a group of disciples of the Zhengxie hall are gnashing their teeth. Although the hall of 

Zhengxie has fallen into the first-class power, it has been sitting on the first-class force for so many 

years. There are many experts in the hall. It is not difficult to retaliate against liudaozong. 

 

In the hall of righteousness and evil, a group of people carried the head of the thin old man and left. 

They took an arbitrary glance, and their bodies flashed directly around Ye Chen and others. 

 

"Thanks to you this time." Arbitrariness Cang looked at Ye Chen and realized that he was seriously 

injured in his body and could not help speaking. 

 

On hearing this, ye Chen raised his eyebrows. He cut and killed the thin old man arbitrarily. He looked 

powerful. In fact, he was totally holding on. His body injury was extremely serious. Any heaven and 

earth situation could make arbitrary Cang have no strength to fight back. 

 

"You're not the same." 

 

Ye Chen smiles, but he turns his hand, and several miraculous pills appear in his hand, which are the pills 

he refined in the secret place. 

 

"This is Hongguang juechen pill. It's suitable for healing wounds." 

 

"Good." 

 

Arbitrary Cang did not polite, directly put away the Hongguang juechen pill, and then looked at the sky 

above the smiling shiyipan and others. 

 

"Let's go. The Party of the ten first-class forces is about to start." 

 

Arbitrariness Cang looks at Ye Chen and asks. 

 



Liudaozong became the first-class power instead of Zhengxie hall. The power, benefits and all aspects of 

the power that belonged to Zhengxie hall in the past should be discussed clearly. The most important 

thing to become a first-class force is rights and interests. 

 

Liudaozong was once in a glorious position, so wuduancang was very familiar with it. 

 

Hearing the words of arbitrary Cang, ye Chen shook his head and looked at Yang Tianyang and fengyusi 

not far away. "Patriarch, you should take Yang Qianyu to the past. I will go to see a person and then I will 

come." 

 

On hearing this, Wu Duan Cang did not refuse. Instead, he looked at Yang Tianyang. In his eyes, Sen 

Han's intention to kill emerged, and his threat was obviously incomparable. It also made Yang Tianyang 

feel cold and stiff. 

 

Arbitrariness Cang with Yang Qianyu and others to attend the banquet of the first-class forces, but ye 

Chen is not slow, indifferent to come to Yang Tianyang. 

 

"Lord Yang, long time no see." 

 

Looking at yangtianyang, the corner of Ye Chen's mouth draws up an arc of fun. 

 

"Ye Chen I have to. It's the old people in the clan who forced me. I don't want to kill you. " 

 

Yang Tianyang looked frightened, and directly explained that he knew that his work must have been 

exposed, and it was useless not to admit it. It was better to give everything to the old man in Zhenyuan 

hall. 

 

"Oh? You don't want to kill Yufeng 

 

Ye Chen disdains a smile, the Feng Yu Si of one side is facial complexion coldly however look to Yang 

Tianyang. 

 



"I was really forced, you..." Yang Tianyang also wants to say something, but is directly interrupted by Ye 

Chen. 

 

"I'm not here to listen to your nonsense." 

 

Ye Chen looked cold, and then said, "from now on, try your best to cultivate fengyusi as the master of 

Zhenyuan hall. The day when she breaks through the heaven and earth is when you abdicate." 

 

Ye Chen step out, looking at the stiff expression of Yang Tianyang, the tone of the forest said: 

"understand it!""I..." 

 

Yang Tianyang looks so overbearing that he doesn't refuse the possibility of Ye Chen. He wants to shoot 

Ye Chen to death. 

 

But when he thought of the one eye that arbitrary Cang looked at before he went to the banquet and 

his guardian God's destructive power, Yang Tianyang could only admit his advice and nodded in pain. 

 

"I see." 

 

After Yang Tianyang promised to train Feng Yusi to become the leader of Zhenyuan hall, ye Chen 

allowed him to leave and went to the first-class banquet. 

 

Due to Ye Chen's appearance, liudaozong became a dark horse that no one expected, and promoted to 

the first class. 

 

…… 

 

On the other side, the palace of emperor yuan, which dominates the world and overlooks the sky. 

 

A pair of cold eyes, looking at the endless darkness in front of him, his calm face faintly appears a touch 

of worry. 

 



When Emperor Shitian just closed his eyes, he felt a bit of danger! 

 

The strong blood light and cold meaning! Let him fear! 

 

"Descendants of emperor Jue Han She must not be allowed to grow up. There are too many implications 

behind this. This woman must die 

 

At the next moment, the command of emperor Shitian rang through the whole palace of emperor yuan. 

 

"He ordered all the envoys in ten directions to find out the descendants of emperor juechan and wipe 

them out directly!" 

 

As soon as this was said, the temple of emperor yuan was in constant turmoil. The ten envoys in the 

temple were the ten powerful ones in heaven and earth. They guarded the ten gates of the palace. Their 

strength was not strong, but not weak, and they had few opportunities to move out. 

 

At the moment, all of them are out. It is obvious that the descendants of Jue Han Emperor respect have 

already let the emperor Shitian completely angry. 

 

At the next moment, the ten powerful and brilliant figures rose into the sky. They appeared in the ten 

directions of the emperor yuan hall, looked at each other, and then saluted in the direction of the 

emperor Shitian. 

 

"Abide by the law!" 

 

Having said that, the body shape of the ten Town Pavilion envoys is like electricity. They directly pierce 

into the void and disappear in a twinkling of an eye. 


